Hello, JHLP Mentors!

We are making a few changes that should streamline our communication processes with mentors and help us provide better support as you coach your mentees. The first change involves mentor matching. I'll send details about the others in a later message.

Mentor Matching

Mentor matching is always a challenge. Last year, we matched almost all HLAs with different mentors. While working with a new mentor benefited some students, the change also disrupted some very productive relationships. This year we will maintain current matches as long as both the HLA and the mentor agree. New associates will be admitted in September, and the mentor-matching process for those students will begin shortly thereafter. Please tell us whether or not you wish to continue as a JHLP mentor by completing this short survey.

Mentor Participation Survey

Either way, continue meeting with your current mentee during the summer and the first few months of school. Early fall is a critical transition period, and your HLA will benefit from your support.

If your mentee has graduated, it's a good idea to hold a final "Closure" meeting. See your Mentor's Guide book for suggestions.

Thanks for your support of JHLP!

Best regards,
Kim Wolfinbarger, Director

Take the Mentor Participation Survey
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